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Northern nomads
• Quite surprisingly for an outside observer, 

the most part of (Eurasian) Circumpolar 
area were inhabited until recently by 
nomadic or semi-nomadic groups.  In fact, 
it is easier to list non-nomadic (sedentary) 
groups for this region, namely: Karelians, 
most Komi, Mansi, larger part of Khanty, 
South Selkups, Eskimos and Coastal 
Chukchi, Itelmens, Coastal Koryaks, 
Aleuts and Europeans..



Northern nomads
• Their nomadic ways of life are quite different, so one can 

define several types of such life-styles:
• 1. Full (whole-family) Nomadic Pastoralism with herds of 

domestic reindeer: traditionally Sámi, Evenk, Nenets, 
Chukchi, Evens, Koryaks, Dolgans, Enets, Komi, 
Nganasan.

• 2. Partial (male only) Nomadic Pastoralism with herds of 
domestic reindeer: all mentioned groups in later Soviet 
times except eastern groups of Nenets.

• 3. (Nomadic) Hunting and gathering (sometimes together 
with occasional Nomadic Pastoralism): Neshans, 
Northern Selkup, Kets, Negidal, Yukagir.



• During Soviet period many of these ethnic 
groups switched to mostly sedentary style 
of life. But since we create maps for earlier 
periods too, we have to face fully the 
difficulties of mapping the nomadic ethnic 
groups and their languages.



Difficulties 
• 1. Huge areas with no clear borders between them.
• 2. Very low population density and very small absolute 

numbers of population in general: normally we say about 
dozens people per group.

• 3. High personal and family mobility: one or few families 
could easily change place of their pastures, and it could 
have serious impact on distribution area for whole ethnic 
groups (due to low absolute number of population).

• 4. Seasonal mobility – different grounds for summer and 
winter pastures and migration in autumn and spring 
between them.

• 5. High group mobility – borders between groups also 
changed time to time (and much more often than 
between sedentary peoples).



Difficulties 
• 6. Winter pastures of one ethnic group might coincide 

with/to summer pastures of another group 
(Dolgans/Nganasans) or migration routes might pass 
through other group area (Yenisey Dolgans).

• 7. Multilingualism and unclear ethnic identifications for 
many groups – notwithstanding low density and due to 
high mobility the groups had contacts with other groups, 
could speak several languages and often had no clear 
ethnic identification (earlier Dolgans, Eveno-Yukaghirs). 

• 8. But the most serious problem is to obtain sufficient 
data on all pasture areas and migration routes. 
Unfortunately census data give not all necessary 
information.



Earlier maps

• How nomadic peoples were mapped on 
earlier maps, especially in 1920s-1930s, 
and how above-mentioned difficulties were 
solved or at least approached



Imperial maps

• Several maps of Siberia were created in 
19th – early 20th cc. 

• They were not too bad, just too general. 
• Nomadic areas were shown with solid 

color or stripe pattern. 



Imperial maps: 1895



Imperial maps: 1914



1914: zoomed area
North-East corner:

• solid color for (sedentary) Russian
• stripes for Yakut, Even
• dots for Koryak
• none? for Chukchi and Yukaghir



Earlier Soviet maps

• Ethnographing maps started to be created 
again after 1926 census. 

• Terlecki 1933 was 1st one to distinguish 
sedentary and nomadic groups by different 
markers: squares and circles.

• Dolgikh
• Bruk 



Terlecki 1933



Terlecki 1933: zoom
• Circles (nomadic): Even, Chukchi, Yukaghir
• Squares (sedentary): Russia, Yakut



Dolgikh
• B.O.Dolgikh created map of 17th c. ethnic 

groups in Siberia [1960; 1968] with 
method of one area = one clan 
(родоплеменная группа). 

• There are gaps between many groups and 
it corresponds quite naturally to real 
population pattern in the North. 

• действительному характеру проживания 
народов Севера 



Dolgikh 1960/1968



Dolgikh 1960/1968



• Dolgikh used the similar mothodology to create 
many other maps, notably the map of “neighbor 
territorial groupings (NTG) of peoples of the 
North for 1926” (1970).

• The main difference from 17c map is these 
NTGs are much larger (всего 356 против ???? 
на карте XVII века) and include often 
linguistically quite different groups which are 
close culturally and/or economically. 

• Also, there are no more gaps between groups 
on 1926 map and all surface is covered by 
groups except Northern Taimyr. 



Dolgikh 1970



Dolgikh 1970



Other maps of Dolgikh



• But later Soviet maps ([Bruk 1956] and later)
replaced representation of nomadic groups by 
sparsely-populated areas. It certainly coincided 
largely with nomadic areas at first. 

• But (decades) later many nomads were made to 
sedentarised and areas of their former pastures 
became largely uninhabited. But those areas 
were (and really are) still shown as sparsely-
populated on ethnographic maps.



Bruk 1956
sparsely-populated areas

uninhabited areas



A modern map
sparsely-populated areas



More advanced map, 1997



A sort of “real” situation



What to do?

• So, the main difficulty is how to map 
languages of nomadic peoples. And the 
main reason for this is the lack of sufficient 
data on their pastures and routes, 
especially for the past.



Data 
• For some areas there 

are detailed routes of 
seasonal migration. 
Such as for Nenets 
Autonomuos Okrug.



Data
• More general maps of areas dedicated to 

reindeer enterprises. Such maps are available 
for NAO and YaNAO. 



Maps
• The map of Nenets (dialects) in NAO created 

on base of such sources.



Data

• The other way to obtain info is general 
maps of pastures in a certain area.



Data
• The map of pastures in Chukotka AO. 



Map
• The map of Chukchi language in ChAO created 

on base of this source.



Thank you!

Спасибо!


